
Equality, Justice and Harmony
We fight for Equality among gender, Justice to all and Family Harmony

 

TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN

 

The undersigned member of MyNation Hope Foundation (Regd). Delhi India, 

would like to bring to your notice the Malpractices and Blind

Judges, Legal System, Feminists, and Family Courts in handling of Child Custody 

cases. 

In larger than majority of Divorce Proceedings the Mother snatches or takes 

away the child from the Father while deserting her matrimonial home. Then 

comes the phase when the Hu

and plethora of other Falsified Charges. Basis propelling of Gender Bias Laws 

favoring the Feminist, the intent of the Mother is simply to put the Father in 

struggling mode to save himself and his own family me

 Here beings the saga of Child

Simultaneously, Poor Father (or Husband) is black mailed and emotionally 

coerced to agree to the Woman’s demand. Judges and Legal system are fully 

aware of this yet Custody Decisions take the back seat. Reasons from preventing 

the Father to meet his child is plentily available is our Family Courts, Advocates, 

and Judge’s Books. We challenge and urge to publish and publicize data 

references of Family court record to know a

visitation/Custody orders and in what time frame. Suicide rate by Men keeps 

increasing day by day. Paradoxically, Welfare of the child is lost in oblivion. At 

times, the Father ponders over and wishes had he been in Jail f
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TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN 

The undersigned member of MyNation Hope Foundation (Regd). Delhi India, 

would like to bring to your notice the Malpractices and Blind-Eye Effect by 

Legal System, Feminists, and Family Courts in handling of Child Custody 

In larger than majority of Divorce Proceedings the Mother snatches or takes 

away the child from the Father while deserting her matrimonial home. Then 

comes the phase when the Husband is slapped Fake Domestic Violence, 498A 

and plethora of other Falsified Charges. Basis propelling of Gender Bias Laws 

favoring the Feminist, the intent of the Mother is simply to put the Father in 

struggling mode to save himself and his own family members. 

Here beings the saga of Child-Barricading and wave of Brain-washing the Child. 

Simultaneously, Poor Father (or Husband) is black mailed and emotionally 

coerced to agree to the Woman’s demand. Judges and Legal system are fully 

ody Decisions take the back seat. Reasons from preventing 

the Father to meet his child is plentily available is our Family Courts, Advocates, 

and Judge’s Books. We challenge and urge to publish and publicize data 

references of Family court record to know about how many Fathers are getting 

visitation/Custody orders and in what time frame. Suicide rate by Men keeps 

increasing day by day. Paradoxically, Welfare of the child is lost in oblivion. At 

times, the Father ponders over and wishes had he been in Jail for some other act, 
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In larger than majority of Divorce Proceedings the Mother snatches or takes 

away the child from the Father while deserting her matrimonial home. Then 

sband is slapped Fake Domestic Violence, 498A 

and plethora of other Falsified Charges. Basis propelling of Gender Bias Laws 

favoring the Feminist, the intent of the Mother is simply to put the Father in 

washing the Child. 

Simultaneously, Poor Father (or Husband) is black mailed and emotionally 

coerced to agree to the Woman’s demand. Judges and Legal system are fully 

ody Decisions take the back seat. Reasons from preventing 

the Father to meet his child is plentily available is our Family Courts, Advocates, 

and Judge’s Books. We challenge and urge to publish and publicize data 

bout how many Fathers are getting 

visitation/Custody orders and in what time frame. Suicide rate by Men keeps 

increasing day by day. Paradoxically, Welfare of the child is lost in oblivion. At 

or some other act,  
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his child would have come to meet him more often. After all, Criminals get more 

visitation than an Alienated Father for his own Child.

We have many of our member’s cases where judges are so hostile, and given 

orders like Fathers are Visitors/Criminals, forcing Fathers to Deposit money to 

get visitation. Here is one of such story 

was asked to Deposit 10 Lakhs for just one visit, even after deposit of money

Child was not allowed to meet Father. If reported to Police, they will simply deny 

saying they do not have any direction from court. There are many more cases 

wherein the Adulterous Wife cum Conniving Mother simply uses the Child 

Barricading Theory to protect her Extra Marital Partner and make the compelled 

Father beg for access. The Father then becomes a Fatalist awaiting Destiny to 

allow him meet his child in Divorce Cases. I request you to personally place 

yourself in such a situation and image your sta

meet your children for months and years. After loads of struggle even if the 

Father gets 2 Hour Glimpse to meet his Child, the Scrupulous Manipulative 

Mother would throw Tantrums to Block the Child in such meetings. Such is t

pain that the Father feels GWA stands for Guarding Wife 

meet his own child.   

In one other case, Father was fighting for 15 years for visitation, and denied a 

single visit. At last Judge ask the Father

many years?” knowingly Father was denied any access, just to insult him. In 
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Family courts Father has no rights object or say something

contempt of court.  

Amazingly, some Fathers are asked to Deposit surety and some are aske

surrender Passports too. Recently one example came to light wherein the Mother 

kidnapped Australian citizen child and came to India and hiding facts she filed 

custody case and get it in her 

Convention just to shield such Women. This is Legal Abuse.

default mother take the child with her, that our Indian Legal system term as 

“Best Interest of the Child” same if Father take 

KIDNAPING, and mother can complain to 

Father, same is not done if Father Complain.

The above mentioned is only a tip of the iceberg. Having highlighted the above, 

let me NOW bring your attention to Child Welfare as Parental Alienation is a 

disaster from the perspective of Child’s Emotional, Educational, and Physical 

well-being.  With immediate effect, it must be mandatory to:

 

A) Allow/make law 50-50 Percent Custody 

litigation while the court hearings on Divorce Proceedings are i

B) 14 days Fast-Track Closure of Interim Custody Hearing for 50 Percent 

Parenting Time in case of Child Barricading.

C) Clear off all Pending Visitation Child Decisions From our Court of Law within 

next 180 Days. 
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Family courts Father has no rights object or say something, that is termed as 

Amazingly, some Fathers are asked to Deposit surety and some are aske

surrender Passports too. Recently one example came to light wherein the Mother 

kidnapped Australian citizen child and came to India and hiding facts she filed 

custody case and get it in her favor because India refused to sign Hague 

shield such Women. This is Legal Abuse. In Majority cases by 

default mother take the child with her, that our Indian Legal system term as 
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Father, same is not done if Father Complain. 
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D) Take Cognizance of Child We

E) Gender Equality for the Father to have all privileges to grow with his Son or 

Daughter. 

F) Child should not be a Pawn

to get money from other Parent. Both parents 

upbringing of the child. 

G) Father is not visitor, or just to pay maintenance, he should get equal rights and 

access to his child. 

We seek Equality to make a Livable society, most importantly for the Rights of 

Our Children Which They Deserve 

 

THANKING YOU. 

 

Member. 

MyNation Hope Foundation (INDIA)

Address:  133A, Pocket-C, Siddhartha Extn., New Delhi 110014

Date: 08th June 2019 
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D) Take Cognizance of Child Welfare in Awarding Final Custody Decisions.

E) Gender Equality for the Father to have all privileges to grow with his Son or 

be a Pawn between parents, to blackmail each other, nor tool 

to get money from other Parent. Both parents should be equally responsible for 

G) Father is not visitor, or just to pay maintenance, he should get equal rights and 

We seek Equality to make a Livable society, most importantly for the Rights of 

Our Children Which They Deserve for Future. 

(INDIA) 

C, Siddhartha Extn., New Delhi 110014. 

lfare in Awarding Final Custody Decisions. 

E) Gender Equality for the Father to have all privileges to grow with his Son or 

between parents, to blackmail each other, nor tool 

should be equally responsible for 

G) Father is not visitor, or just to pay maintenance, he should get equal rights and 

We seek Equality to make a Livable society, most importantly for the Rights of 


